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Mocha Pro is an Academy Award winning Planar Tracking based visual effects program. It has been used by Hollywood and other motion 

picture studios on movies like Black Swan, The Hobbit, The Amazing Spiderman, Invictus, and the Harry Potter series.
In simple terms, Mocha Pro can track the motion of items in your video so they can be stabilized, removed (like safety wires on actors) or 

replaced (like replacing signs on billboards or on moving vehicles with another image or even a video of your choosing). Remember movies like 
Bladerunner with its futuristic cityscapes that have large video screens on the sides and fronts of tall buildings? Doing that is now child’s-play with 
Mocha Pro. 

Mocha Pro can also be used to replace one person’s face with another - like when the FX people placed Johnny Depp’s head on a dancer’s 
body for the ‘Futterwacken” dance at the end of the Alice In Wonderland movie. Now with Mocha Pro you too can create these effects and 
more with very little effort.

The Details
Planar Tracking

Mocha’s Planar Tracking will track Translation, Scale, Rotation, Skew, and Perspective. There is an AdjustTrack Module that uses master 
keyframe references and auto correct keyframe interpolation. Tracking layers can handle reflections, obstructed and blurred objects, even areas 
with low detail. 

Rather than using the standard multi-point tracking, Mocha uses Splines for both tracking and rotoscoping. Mocha Pro tracks an object’s 
rotation, translation, and scaling data using data gleaned from a user-defined plane - a 2 dimensional flat surface, such as the side of a box, a wall, 
or a computer screen. Once the plane is defined, Mocha can track the plane as the box, side of a truck, person, etc. moves about in the scene. 
Planar tracking provides a more solid track of your object (than using multi-point tracking), even if the object enters or leaves the frame.

If you look closely, you will see the outline of the green spline shape and the white bounding box that surrounds a car that 
has been removed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QiOO89JGII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QiOO89JGII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QiOO89JGII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QiOO89JGII
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Video Example: The Imagineer Systems’ web site has a Mocha Planar Tracking Quick Look video that shows examples of planar tracking.

Roto Tools
Mocha Pro gives you the choice of using X-Splines or Bezier tools to create your roto shapes. One of the workflows is to first create a planar 

tracking area to track your video’s motion and perspective. Afterward you can link your roto shapes to the planar track. This way it will pick up 
the motion and perspective of the plane track. This reduces the amount of time that you normally would of had to take to manually keyframe 
your work. 

A white bounding-box surrounds your drawn spline. This can be used to quickly resize or move your whole spline. A nice added touch is the 
ability to color-code the splines individually or as a layer group. This helps to quickly identify which spline is which. This is very helpful if there 
are quit a few items that you are tracking, removing etc.

When you are finished creating your roto shapes, you can copy and paste or export the roto information to common roto and mask file 
formats.

Additional roto tools include: Stereoscopic 3D rotos, Edge feathering, Join Layers, and a Transform tool. It will even let you render external 
mattes with motion blur.

Remove Tool
My favorite part of Mocha is its Remove tool. I think it is “so cool”! We have all seen movies where they have deleted something from the 

movie and replaced it with something else or left it bare. For example, showing an empty freeway (that is normally filled with traffic) or vacant 
streets in the downtown area of a major city. You know there’s always people and cars there. They can rope off maybe a block or two at a time (if 
the city officials let them). So how do they get those scenes 
where you can see empty streets for blocks on end? What video 
“magic” do the FX people use to remove the cars and people for 
their post-apocalyptic version of that city, etc.? 

Answer: More than likely they are using Mocha Pro. It will 
scan the selected area and if a part of a background is obscured 
in one frame, Mocha Pro can search the rest of the clip for a 
frame where the obscured background area is visible, and then 
move those pixels into the obscured frame. During this process 
Mocha Pro will also evaluate and compensate for the lighting 
differences between the source and the target frame.

 Now with our own copy of Mocha Pro, we  too can remove 
objects, people or animals just like the pros. Great!

BTW: The very next thing that I did after learning how to 
use Planar tracking was to try and remove a moving car from a 
video clip. Of course I had a couple of false starts where I had to 

These are the before and after shots showing the removal of a moving car from a video clip.

You can add movies to the side of your single or a multiple story buildings. 
The (playing) movie will stay in place as it comes into and out of view.

http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/mocha-planar-tracking-quick-look/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/3/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/mocha-planar-tracking-quick-look/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/3/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
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reposition a few of the X-Splines here and there so that the whole car was encompassed throughout the whole scene (the bumper peaked out a 
few times during the first few tracking passes). But in a very short period of time the car was completely GONE! I couldn’t believe how easy it 
was. I can’t wait to start using Mocha pro on my videos to remove unsightly telephone poles or wires that cross into view, or remove that 
obnoxious kid who ran into view and made faces, ruining an otherwise perfect scene, etc!

Video Example: Remove Module Quick Look. If you want to see more, the Imagineer Systems’ web site has a quick video tutorial showing 
the removal of a running dog from the scene. BTW: It even shows how they do the talking pig commercials that we have all seen.

Insert Module
The Insert Module helps you add an image to your tracked surface. This image can be a still-frame, image sequence, or a movie. Once it is 

imported, you can use the Insert Module’s tools to match the footage to the background layer. It can then render inserts with motion blur that is 
based on the tracking data inside of Mocha Pro. The Insert Module also has animated blur tools to match focus blurs, etc.

You can use Mocha Pro’s Mesh Warp tool to warp or bend an imported image to conform to the shape or contours of the tacked item.
Example: If you have watched movies (and who hasn't), you have undoubtedly seen actors with strange tattoos on their faces or bodies. These 

may have been applied in Makeup, or they may have been an afterthought and applied digitally to the actor in post-production. This is easily 
accomplished using Mocha Pro’s Warp Mesh tool. With it, you can distort your inserted image (tattoo) to align with your actor’s body or face. 
Combined with the Planar tracking, the tattoo will reman affixed to the actor’s body as he moves about the screen.

The Mesh Warp tool can also be used to attach signs to inanimate items that aren’t flat, like adding a logo to the front or back of the jacket that 
the actor is wearing, etc.  

Example: One of the video clips on the Imagineer Systems’ web site shows the team number and logo being removed from a basketball player’s 
jersey and then being replaced by a different number and logo. The changes tracked perfectly as the player moved around in the scene.

The Insert Module can also be used for “Beauty work” as shown in this 18 minute Digital makeup with mocha Pro planar tracking 
video. It shows the removal of skin blemishes, adding a lipstick color to the lips, etc.

When you have completed your insert tracking, you can either render and export it from 
Mocha Pro, or you can export the tracking data to a 3rd party video compositing program.

Video Example: Insert Module

Lens Module
Have you ever taken video footage only to discover later that it has a bad case of lens distortion 

- lines that should have been straight but are instead bowed, etc. Frustrating, especially if that was 
a “once in a lifetime” shot. Now with Mocha Pro you can straighten those lines. Afterward you 
can export to the free Mocha Lens plug-in for After Effects or export distortion maps to 
programs like Nuke, Flame Fusion etc. 

Stabilize Module
Unless you are using a tripod or have a very steady hand, you have undoubtedly wound up 

with jerky footage. Ruined! But not if you have Mocha Pro. Its Stabilize Module can stabilize 
your footage. There is a Smooth option that has selectable anchor frames which helps reduce the 

The screen shot on the left shows the original sign on the side of a U Haul (in my video). In the screen shot on the right, I replaced the 
sign with a JPG picture. The replaced picture remained attached to the side of the truck as the video camera panned from left to right.  

This Screen shot shows a temporary 
checkered pattern over the area that I will 

be replacing with a new image. It also 
shows  the pink Planar grid overlay. 

http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/mocha-pro-remove-module-quick-look/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/4/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/mocha-pro-remove-module-quick-look/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/4/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/whats-new-in-mocha-4-stereo-3d-remove/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/3/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/whats-new-in-mocha-4-stereo-3d-remove/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/3/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwKQtxbLeH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwKQtxbLeH8
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/mocha-pro-insert-module/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/4/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/mocha-pro-insert-module/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/4/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
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jitters while maintaining the original camera motion.

When you stabilize footage, black areas appear around the 
edges. With other stabilizing programs that I have used, I had 
to increase the scale of the footage to remove these black areas. 
But not with Mocha Pro. It will use the same technology used 
by the Remove Module, to automatically fill the black edges 
without having to scale up your stabilized footage.

Video Example: Stabilize Module Quick look

Stereoscopic 3D
Mocha Pro supports native stereo 3D. What this means is 

that instead of planar tracking one view, Mocha Pro can track 
both (eye) views. This makes object removal, etc. on 3D 
footage a lot easer that the old-style keyframing workflow.

Mocha Pro supports stereo roto and tracking exports for 
NUKE and Adobe After Effects, plus Stereo 3D Camera FBX exports. 

Video Example: The Imagineer Systems’ web site has a short video clip called Stereo 3D Rotoscoping that gives you a quick look on how to 
adjust the left and right views.

Mattes
For organizational purposes, you can color-code your mattes (with the amount of opacity or transparency that you want). As you work, you 

can view all of your matts, only the selected mattes, or none. 
If you own another keyer or roto program and have already created mattes of objects in your video clip, you can import these mattes in to 

Mocha Pro.
Your rendered mattes or shape data (including stereo rendered shapes) can be exported to be used in other applications.

Clean Plates
One of the ways to remove items from the screen is by creating a cleanplate from the currently viewed frame. Once created, you can take it 

into a graphic program like Photoshop to remove blemishes, safety wires, etc.. When you save your edits in your graphics program, the cleanplate 
will be automatically updated within Mocha Pro.

Mocha Pro will then use this cleanplate to replace frames in your footage. 

Dope Sheet
When you create tracking or animation data, 

diamond shaped keyframes will automatically 
appear in the Dope Sheet on the appropriate item 
layer. These keyframes can be easily moved, copied, 
and pasted.

Merge Projects
If you are working on a large project and have split 

the workload between several people, you can easily 
merge the footage together using Mocha Pro’s Merge Project option. The only limitation is that the merged footage must match the same 
dimensions, aspect ratio, and frame length as the footage that you are merging into. 

Mocha Versions
Mocha 4 comes in two versions: Mocha Pro that has all of the aforementioned features (plus more) and Mocha Plus, that has a limited tool-

set. I suggest that you go to Imagineer Systems’ Comparison web page to see which version best suits your needs.

Learning Tools
Mocha Pro comes with an extensive online manual. But to be honest, at first, I only referred to it for some finer points. I learned almost all the 

basics from the wealth of video tutorials that can be found on both the Imagineer Systems’ web site and on YouTube.

You can color-code your mattes with the amount of opacity or transpar-
ency that you want. You can export these rendered mattes or shape data.

You can use the Dope Sheet to move, copy, and paste keyframes in your layers.

http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/mocha-stabilize-module-quick-look/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/4/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/mocha-stabilize-module-quick-look/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/4/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/whats-new-in-mocha-4-stereo-3d-rotoscoping/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/3/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/whats-new-in-mocha-4-stereo-3d-rotoscoping/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/page/3/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/products/compare/
http://www.imagineersystems.com/products/compare/
http://www.imagineersystems.com/support/documentation/
http://www.imagineersystems.com/support/documentation/
http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&orderby=date&order=DESC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fC16-GywKp0&list=PL07D9D927AE2D1B34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fC16-GywKp0&list=PL07D9D927AE2D1B34
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Demo reels

If you are interested in Mocha Pro but want to see more before you 
make your purchasing decision, I suggest that you check-out these 
customer demo reels: The 3 minute video: 2011 Imagineer Systems 
Customer Show Reel surprised me when it showed faces being super-
imposed on actors from movies like Buckaroo Bonzi, The Black Hole, and 
2010. This reel also shows Mocha Pro doing all sorts of special effects. It 
gives a good example of what Mocha Pro can do. The four minute: 2013 
Mocha Customer show Reel shows all sorts of before and after shots, 
green screening, changing logos on a basketball jersey, etc. These are only 
two of the many show reels found on Imagineer Systems’ web site. If you 
have the time to spare, I highly recommend viewing this 23 minute video: 
Fantasy Elf Shot from Start to Finish using mocha Pro and After 
Effects. It takes a female face (with blemishes, etc.) and transforms her into 
smooth faced Elfin beauty with glowing skin and golden eyes.

File Formats that are supported in Mocha 4:
Image formats     Movie clip formats 
OpenEXR files (.exr)     AVI files (.avi)          
Cineon files (.cin)      DV Stream files (.dv)   
DPX files (.dpx)       MP4 files (.mp4)    
JPEG files (.jpg and .jpeg)      MPG files (.mpg)    
PNG files (.png)       QuickTime Movie files (.mov and .qt)  
SGI files (.bw, .iris, .rgb, .rgba and .sgi)   RED files (.r3d)    
TGA files (.tga)
TIFF files (.tif and .TIFF)

If you have footage in a file format that is not supported, Imagineer Systems suggest that you convert it to an image sequence and then import 
that into Mocha Pro.

The Skinny
Evaluation: Mocha Pro is a high-end video tool that is a must-have of any serious film maker. The time it would save in post-production work 
would outweigh the initial price. But it might be out of the price range of the everyday hobbyist. For those people, I think that Mocha Plus 
might be a better fit. 

Though Mocha Pro has a lot of things that it can do (and you need to learn), I like that you can be up and running on the basics rather 
quickly if you follow along on their video tutorials. I also like that you have the choice of either exporting the tracking data to a 3rd party 
compositing program or render it from within Mocha Pro and then export it as a QuickTime movie or as an image sequence.

Requires: Mac OS X 10.7 or higher on an Intel Mac, Adobe After Effects CS4-CC (with mocha Lens plug-in), Nuke, Flame, Fusion (with 
rendered ST Maps)

Minimal  Hardware Requirements:              Recommended Hardware Requirements:
Processor: At least 1-GHz Pentium IV     Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent
 Memory: At least 1 GB       Memory: 4 GB +
Disk: At least 1 GB       Disk: High-speed disk array
Graphics card: Must support OpenGL     Graphics Card: NVDIA Quadro FX 1500 or equivalent
Monitor: Minimum resolution 1200×800 pixels   Monitor: 1920×1080 or higher
Network: Must have an enabled network adapter (wifi or ethernet) Network: Must have an enabled network adapter (wifi or ethernet)

Company: Imagineer Systems

Price: Mocha Plus $245,  Mocha Pro: $1495

Available trial copy

Mary Poplin from Imagineer Systems used Mocha Pro and 
After Effects to take a female face (with blemishes etc.) and 

transformed her into a smooth faced Elfin beauty with glowing 
skin and golden eyes.  If you look closely, you will notice the 

moles on her neck and check, along with the roughness of her 
face have been removed.

http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/imagineer-systems-2011-customer-show-reel/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/imagineer-systems-2011-customer-show-reel/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/imagineer-systems-2011-customer-show-reel/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/imagineer-systems-2011-customer-show-reel/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/2013-mocha-customer-reel/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/2013-mocha-customer-reel/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/2013-mocha-customer-reel/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/videos/2013-mocha-customer-reel/?back=http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
http://www.imagineersystems.com/video/?dd=dateNew&tagFilter=Customer%20Videos&orderby=date&order=DESC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWvCqZVXcDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWvCqZVXcDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWvCqZVXcDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWvCqZVXcDI
http://www.imagineersystems.com/products/mocha-pro/
http://www.imagineersystems.com/products/mocha-pro/
http://www.imagineersystems.com/download/current-version-downloads/
http://www.imagineersystems.com/download/current-version-downloads/

